THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE & HISTORY (MOSH) IS SEEKING TO SHOWCASE WORKS OF ART BY LOCAL ARTISTS FOR THE 2022 ARTS INFUSION PROGRAM!

PROGRAM THEME – IMAGINCLUSION:
The 2022 Arts Infusion Program theme is ImagInclusion, and we are looking for existing works of art inspired by or reflecting the concepts of inclusion, acceptance and diversity. Such work may include art photography, painting, sculpture, or mixed media.

LEARN MORE:
THEMOSH.ORG/EXPLORE/LOCAL-ART

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Lydel Matthews,
Public Programs & Special Events Manager Museum of Science & History (MOSH)
904.396.6674, ext. 233 • LMatthews@themosh.org

ABOUT THE PROGRAM:
The Arts Infusion Program at MOSH is dedicated to the integration of arts – performing art, visual art and written word – into exhibits and programming. Arts integration explores natural and relevant connections between art and other disciplines. The value of art to scientific advancement is evident - art strengthens the imagination, fosters innovation and creativity, and provides for deeper engagement with a variety of subject matter.

Since the program launched in 2017, more than 26 local participating artists have gained exposure through exhibitions, receptions and hands-on workshops.